
Chasing my Y-DNA part 48
Dad, Loren could remember separation, still today he does not like sour cream.

Could remember the milkman brought milk to the house, and the cream would float to 
the top. The trick is to take the cream off the top with out disturbing the rest of the milk. 
Mom, would do it an give it to dad. If I had not seen the milk with the cream on top, 
would come to the conclusion from just looking at the milk, that there was no cream.

Today milk is pasteurize and homogenized.   Yes, dad growing up had milked a few 
cows.

In milk separation one is after the milk for the family, and the other products are feed to 
the stock or sold to market and go elsewhere.

Remember when sitting after mixed the cream raises up through the milk, to the top, 
then it is taken off the top, and set aside. The user of the milk unless one see the cream 
on top may never accept that at one time it was two items. But, it is important not to 
disrupt the milk, where it is not still identified as milk.



The cream rises to the top to join the rest of the cream.

  





In the Armstrong Chronicles one has the Hunters and Foresters;

They are symbolized by a hunting-horn.

1497 deed of Redheugh listed likely as witnesses with the Elwald are; Crosier, 
Graham, and Forester (as above associated in the Armstrong Clan with Hunter). 
It should be noted; no Armstrong.



These Hunters had become part of the family, but where did the come from?

Clement Crosier  of Stobbs was a good man. He adopted his sister's son Robert 
(Hob) Elwald who became Clement's Hob. Since at the time among the Elwald 
there were many Robert. The Redheugh line would use Robert his son Rob, his 
son Robin, and his son Young Robin. The other seem to use Hob, but the name 
seem to repeat so much for Hob Elwald which lived with Clement Crosier of Stobs 
he was called Clementis Hob in his day.

He also liked the people called Hunter around the time of the Reformation;

The Crosier liked the Hunter, and Mathew Hunter was a kinsman to a John 
Crosier.



The Hunter were from England;

John Priestman at this time is calling himself John Hunter. Many names which had 
been associated with the Church of Rome because of the Reformation were 
changed at this time. With Priestman, Saintly names of Elwald was changed to 
Ellot, and the name Ninian was dropped.  The Church of Rome did give could 
opportunity to Gilbert Armstrong as recognized in The Chronicles, and to a 
William Crosier, Archdecon of Treviotdale, but John Elwald of 1418 rector of 
Saint Andrews University, and rector of Kirkandrews in 1423 has not been fully 
recognized, though at the time of receiving land at Redheagh the Saintly names of 
Andrew and Ninian, of Whithorne, which diocese Kirkandrews is apart of he has 
not been fully recognized by the clan. It is felt that there is name confusion 
propagated, by those who do not want to claim a heritage which has been usurped 
from them through separation.



It is noted that Clemy Croser (Clement Crosier of Stobbs), and Robyn Elwald 
(Robert son of Robert (Rob) of Redheugh, note; the consistency which the name 
Elwald is spelled), rode for nine Hunters to be place among the Kerr, and 
Rutherford of Hunthill (a hill which hunting is done on). Seems like a good place 
to place Hunters.

The family only got nine, of what I fell are twenty from the area which is strongly 
referred in the Armstrong Chronicles; Tyndale of the Northumberland region.

In the group of twenty of these English Hunter, does anyone see the Hunter, does 
any see these Hunter first name repeated. It is noted there is a Gyby and a Hobby, 
the Elwald would use Gib and Hob, for Gilbert and Robert.



The naming is done differently by the Hunter than by the Elwald. The Hunters are 
a needed in-law to the Elwald because they bring in new blood, and therefore new 
and needed concepts from their point of view.



With the Elwald, unlike the Hunter utilizing so much repetition in their names, 
nicknames were utilized to distinguish peoples especially all the Hob Elwald at the 
time.

It is felt that the name Ellot so consistently used on the Ulster muster, because the 
first Scots to the Ulster Plantation had a tendency to use the Dublin name Elliott, 
they insisted in 1630 Ulster muster  to use the name from the border of Ellot to 
show they were Scots, and today's family living in Redheugh uses Eliott to 
distinguish the family from the more common English spelling of their name, and 
to as in the past important to Clan Elwald to establish a consistency through the 
years so relatives in the future can recognize there family separate from the 
English.

Hopefully I was able to use mother's past skill in taking the cream off the top.
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